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MODEL PARLIAMENT
Model Parliament is a stimulation of the
proceedings that take place in the Indian
legislature for the educational purpose of better
understanding of the government and its
functioning. Christ Junior College conducted its
4 th edition of the Model Parliament in
collaboration with the PU board at the
Bengaluru South District
level on December
1,
2017 at 10:00AM in the
Central Block of Christ
Campus. The Chief Guest
for the Inaugration
Ceremony was Mr H.
Abdul Rasheed, Deputy
Director of the PU Board.
The judges for the event
were Ms B.G. Shyamala,
Joint Secretary of Parliamentary Affairs at
Vidhan Soudha and and Mr N. Prabhakaran,
Faculty of Political Science, Government PU
College. The event was day-long and had over
60 participants who were anxious to contribute
to the event’s success and to go back home
with a great deal of knowledge . The
parliamentarians engaged
in heated and vigorous
debates on subjects like
Goods and Services Tax,
Demonetization, POCSO
act and Uniform Civil
Code . The legislative
session was conducted in
three sittings: the
Introduction of Bill, the
Question Hour and the
Zero Hour. The first session began with the
introduction of the The Goods and Service Tax
Bill, which proposes the amalgamation of all the
indirect taxes and embodies the quote “One
Nation, One Tax”. The question hour debate
was on the Prevention of Child Sexual Abuse

Offences Act , a landmark legislation created to
curb sexual crimes and assault's committed
against children. The parliamentarians were
active in bringing forth the loopholes in the act
and the aspects of the act that needed
amendment. The parliamentarians were divided
in their opinion of following the Directive on
the Uniform Civil Code and
an enriching debate
transpired between the
Ruling side and the
Opposition. During the Zero
Hour, the house discussed if
retaining Article 370 will be
unfair to the other states, or
will repealing it be fair to
Kashmir. Later the session,
actively brought to the
government’s notice, the slowdown in the
growth of the economy, the problems endured
by common man and the inadequacies in the
implementation of demonetization. The
parliamentarians were successful in unanimously
passing the Goods and Services Tax bill and
though the contestants did not eradicate all the
problems that our country is
facing, they have taken the
first step towards solving
them. Rohan V.R and Harshini
Nag H.G., both from Christ
Junior College who, placed
first and second, respectively
will represent the district at
t h e S t a t e L eve l M o d e l
Parliament. Abhay Patil from
Transcend PU College placed
third. They were awarded during the Valedictory
Ceremony at 2:45 PM, the same day. The event
was an ample opportunity for the youth to
explore their parliamentary skills.
- Akshaya K (2 HESP M)
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The Spring Editorial
Team

CHRIST JUNIOR COLLEGE MODEL UNITED NATIONS, 2017
Three days of extensive research, advanced
debating and an exemplary vocabulary - Most
people assume that this is what a Model United
Nations (MUN) conference comprises, and they
aren’t mistaken. A MUN is all this and much more,
as every delegate would
testify. A MUN is a
simulation of the
United Nations, where
ever y delegate is
expected to exercise
skills that the most
experienced of
diplomats possess, and
make an effort to try
and solve a few of the
many issues that
plague the world
today.
CJCMUN 2017
started to much the
same effect on
October 26, 2017. The
Chief Guest for the inauguration ceremony was
Dr. CM Thyagarajan, Registrar of Bangalore
Central University. The Secretary General was Ms.
Bhamini Lakshminarayan and the Deputy
Secretary General was Ms. Tania Martha Thomas.
They, along with the 250 delegates across 7
committees, worked to resolve issues ranging
from military agenda like territorial disputes in the
Disarmament and International Security
Committee, to the tender but vital agenda of
mental health of women in the UN Women, to the
omnipresent transnational terrorism in the United
Nations Security Council. Delegates even stepped
into the past - some to resolve the repercussions
of the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War in the
Post-War Resolution Summit and some to
prevent the next from happening, by looking for
the reasons for the fall of the League of Nations. A
unique facet of CJCMUN included the delegates
who comprised the fourth organ of democracy,
the International Press Corps.
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The three days of this conference saw aggressive
diplomats and composed debaters, veterans and
amateurs alike; but one quality remained common
among everyone – the passion to bring about
change. With the perfect combination of research
and creativity, every
committee came out
with comprehensive
and
unique
resolutions to resolve
the issue they
deliberated on, and
surprised the
Executive Board with
the intricacy of each
resolution. Institutions
across committees
played to their
strengths and dealt
with every foreign
policy change the EB
threw at them to slow
them down.
The Chief Guest for the Valedictory Ceremony
was Ms. Jahanzeb Akhtar, I.R.S., the Commissioner
of Income Tax of the Govt. of India. Ms. Bhamini, in
her speech, reported her observations and
mentioned how impressed she with the delegates
and their work over the course of the three days.
Conquering each obstacle, Bishop Cotton’s Boys
School won the Best Delegation award. The
Honourable Delegation award was bagged by
National Public School, HSR Layout. The CJCMUN
2017 Newsletter too, was released during the
valedictory. At the end of three days, though only a
few walked away with awards, all 250 delegates
parted with the satisfaction that they had initiated
change in a world of adversities and with the hope
that this small step, will grow leaps and bounds in
this world of opportunities.
-Nandini Salian (2 HEPP N)

SPECTRUM VALEDICTORY
Success is almost totally dependent upon drive and
persistence. The extra energy required to make
another effort or try another approach is the secret of
winning.”. - Denis Waitley
To felicitate the winners
of the various events held
by the association, the
Social Science Association
held a Valedictory function
on the 18th of November,
2017. The function was
graced by the guests, Fr.
Sebastian Mathai and Mrs.
Philu Jose. The programme
began with the President
of The SSA, Hannah Khan, briefing the gathering
about the association and the events conducted.
Fr. Sebastian spoke next, about the importance of
perseverance and effort that goes into achieving

one’s goals. We then moved onto the prize
distribution along with the felicitation of the
members of various committees - the logistics
team for CJCMUN, members
of the SSA and the members
of the editorial board of the
Spring newsletter were
among the few who were
felicitated.
This year, the class with the
highest number of points in
terms of participation, was I
HEPP N, winning the overall
championship. The event
concluded with a speech by
Mrs. Anitha Ravindrakumar, Head of the Social
Science Department, thanking the committee and
congratulating the winners.
-Samyukta Iyer (I PPES O)

BENGALURU GOVERNMENT MUSEUM
On 15th of November 2017, students of the
Excellence Forum visited south India's second
oldest museum, The Government Museum,
Bangalore. The museum
houses the Halmidi
I n s c r i p t i o n , t h e fi r s t
Kannada inscription. It also
displays few of the most
exquisite pieces of
Thanjavur paintings, Deccani
paintings, Indian musical
instruments, articles that
belong to the Harappan

Civilization, the Bronze Age and the British Raj.
The museum was built during the
commissionership of Lord LB Bowring with an
intention of preserving the
native historical artifacts.
The students then visited an
exhibition where they were
explained about various
inscriptions that were available
around the city. Finally, the
students were provided with a
special stamp issued to
commemorate the exhibition.
-Prajwal B M (2 HEPP N)

A SNEAK PEEK INTO NIMHANS
We, the social science students of Christ Junior
College visited the National Institute of Mental
Health and Neuro Sciences, Koramangala as a
field visit. We were accompanied by our teacher
coordinators Ms Reva and
Ms Ashika.
The field visit began in the
neurology wing where we
were apprised of several
interesting facts about the
structure and function of the
brain through an interactive
and informative session
hosted by one of the faculty members..
Later, we were taken to the much awaited Brain
Museum. The brains of various species of animals
including that of humans, dogs, frogs, lizards, and

even fishes were displayed. The brains of
schizophrenic persons, brains attacked by virus
and tapeworms and brains damaged in accidents
were also displayed to promote awareness. The
world's oldest brain is
preserved at NIMHANS.
Lastly, we were taken to
the anatomy section where,
we were shown and
allowed to feel the various
organs of the human body.
To sum it up, the visit to
NIMHANS was an intersection between learning
and fun. It was indeed a day to look back on and
cherish as it left an indelible mark in our hearts.
-Sanjitha Ajith Kumar (2 PPES O)
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DISCOVERING THE LIVES AND ABODE OF THOSE WHO SUSTAIN
OURS
There is in every village a torch – the teacher; and an
extinguisher – the priest.
— Victor Hugo

workers who ensure that every birth in their
villages is institutionalised.

Eager to visit the villages Halsinakaipura and
Doddadenahalli of the Hoskote district, we left
Christ Junior College at around 8:00AM. On
reaching the village, we were addressed by Mrs.
Shakuntala, who is one of the members of the SHG
Chetana WDCM Souharda Cooperative Society. She articulated
the impact and change that the
Centre for Social Action (CSA), a
Christ initiative, has brought in the
village. CSA chose 15 villages to
work with, but only 14 villages took
up to CSA’s programmes. CSA
chiefly paid heed to 6 spheres,
namely Child immunity, Child
education, Income Generation,
Community Based Organisations,
Nutrition and Self - Help Groups.

CSA also helped women turn into decision makers
and entrepreneurs from just housewives, by
forming Self - Help Groups and now, these women
take up occupations like Animal Husbandry,
Agriculture, Owners of small stores etc. CSA’s
work in these villages shows how a
single spark can ignite a fire and
how all these villages are developed
due to the efforts of a few. We left
Halsinakaipura to Doddadenahalli
and on reaching the village; I am
testimony to the ecstasy and
delight that students from my class
felt on meeting the children. After a
tiresome hour of games, recreation
and bonding with the children, we
left them with heavy hearts to meet
a few SHG members. The members
explained to us about the
functioning of their group, the
books that they maintain and how
they conduct meetings. They were
also enthusiastic to answer our
queries.

At the outset, CSA directed
attention to immunity and nutrition
as health is vital for human beings.
They generated a diet plan for
women and children and the plan
showed tremendous change in the
health of infants and pregnant
women. CSA also began advocating the vitality of
going to hospitals when one is ill. Most women did
not give birth at hospitals as it was believed to be
against their culture, but once CSA began to work
in these villages, they changed these notions of
villagers. The village now has AASHA health care

The icing on the cake to this trip
was going to a house and interacting with the
villagers. We understood their problems, their
lifestyle, their culture and all aspects of their life.
The visit enlightened us and gave us tremendous
knowledge on villages and all facets of a villager’s
life.
-Akshaya Krishnan (2 HESP M)

VISIT TO JANAPADALOKA AND DARIA DAULAT BAGH
On the 25th of September, 2017, the II PUC
students of Social Sciences visited the Janapada
Loka at Ramanagara, the Sri Ranganathaswamy
Temple and the Daria Daulat Palace at
Srirangapattana, as a part of their annual offcampus learning plan.
The Janapada Loka or "Folk world" is a folk
museum in the Ramanagara district of Karnataka,
having an exclusive display of the state’s village folk
arts. It is under the aegis of the Karnataka Janapada
Parishat. Loka Mahal, a wing of the museum, has a
display of 5,000 folk artifacts, exhibiting the rich
folklore of the region. We learnt how different and
healthy the actual rural life was and how we have
distanced ourselves from nature in our everyday
lives.
The visit to Sri Ranganathaswamy Temple at
Srirangapattana enabled us to understand the
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intrinsic elements of the Hoysalan architecture. The
temple, a 10 century AD structure, is an important
pilgrimage site for Sri Vaishnavas and draws
hundreds of devotees around its agrarian region
every day.
The Daria Daulat Palace or the “Summer Palace” is
a royal guest house set amidst the beautiful
gardens of Daria Daulat Bagh. Tippu Sultan built
this palace in 1784 in order to enjoy a cooler
retreat during scorching summers. This palace, built
in the Indo-Saracenic style of architecture, it
depicts the military might of Hyder Ali and Tippu
Sultan through paintings.
Though it was intended to be educational, an
integral part of the trip was to have fun as well. It
was a day to remember and we’ll cherish it for
eternity.
-Prajwal B M (2 HEPP N)

MY EXPERIENCE IN CHRIST JUNIOR COLLEGE
Christ is an ocean of opportunities, but it took me a lot of courage to dive into it. It took me strength to
start anew at this huge institution. Experiences start from the moment you make memories and memories
are made with change.
The moment I walked through the gate, change struck me. Coming from a very different kind of set up, the
box-like building came as a shocker to me. Then, I began to explore its corners. I began to open the doors
that stood one beside the other. I have been an artist since birth, a writer since middle school and here,
Christ opened my gate to theatre. This was the first experience I had at Christ. The THEACTRIX workshop
conducted by the Pierian Spring English literary club brought me to the annual Darpan fest conducted by
Christ University. This was the first memory I made. The concept of a street play was introduced to me and
this was where I began to peep through the eyes of a new art form. I was further able explore my literary
skills in the various competitions held by the same club. XITE further opened up challenges. New, unheard
forms of art came to my notice. Winning was always secondary, because I have never known this kind of
competition in my life. It challenged me and pushed me to become better, to try harder and to see what my
actual limits are.
The Class Culturals and Page to Stage that came rushing together, were the most memorable and the
greatest learning experiences for me. These memories which could be termed as experiences have begun to
mould me, to shape me. The unending exposure at Christ has taught me to use my bubbling energy
qualitatively. My experience in Christ has so far kept me on my toes and been way beyond the class room
and I have learnt to love this box-like structure. My talent awaits to be tested and my heart hungers for a
way. Christ has given me that space.
- Supriti Sujay (1 HESP M)

PAGE TO STAGE: I WAS FREED FROM THE CAGE.
I never thought I’d work onstage again. I was
determined to confine my contributions to the
back stage. This is the reason I offered to be the
script writer for our class’ Page to Stage play. I
honestly thought I would be laughed at, when I
presented it. But I was pretty impressed by myself
in the end. The most difficult part came next:
casting. Initially, my choice for the lead role, Edith
was a girl who ended up
playing the role of the
character’s sister because
when I took it upon myself
to make her understand the
character of Edith and help
her slip into the role, “Edith”
started growing on me, and I
thought, “Why not?” So, I
told the crew I wanted to
act. I thought they would be
upset. But they were so
s u p p o r t i ve , i t a c t u a l l y
surprised me.
Thus, it began. The journey of a bunch of teenagers
playing the roles of conflicted adults. The first day
of rehearsals was a huge shock to me. My
classmates congratulated my acting skills. You see, I
never knew I had any. As days progressed we got
better and better. At last, it was D-day and on
stage, I felt like Edith. I was Edith. I felt very aware

of the responses of the audience. Everything was
amazing, people ooh’d and ah’d where we intended
them to, laughed where we meant for the script to
be funny. And we actors delivered well. It was
evident. It had all worked out.
After the play was over, we sat in the back and
watched the rest of the plays. They announced the
prizes. I won best actor. But
we also won best script?
Now, that was my ‘Oh my
god! We won’ moment. We
came out of the auditorium
and everyone showered us
with compliments. A bunch of
them don’t even call me by
my name anymore. They call
me Edith and this is how I
knew that the character
would stay with me forever.
I’m so glad I took a chance
and tried acting once again. I have completely
embraced what I’m capable of. This event
conducted by the English Department at Christ
Junior College has made me get re-acquainted with
the person I used to be. Thanks to page to stage,
I’m truly a bird set free.
-Thanmayee CS (1 HEPP N)
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LIBERAL ARTS UNIVERSITIES IN INDIA
Liberal arts is considered to be one of the world’s oldest subjects. It’s origin can be traced back to Ancient
Greece. Although, it is a subject that has long been a part of USA’s higher education system, liberal arts has
only recently surfaced in Asian and African countries. A liberal arts course includes a broad spectrum of
natural sciences, humanities, social sciences, arts and mathematics subjects and the students are given the
freedom to select minor and major subjects from areas previously deemed to be academically
incompatible, for instance, Chemistry and Philosophy. It aims to impart extensive general knowledge and
expand general intellectual capacities, as opposed to a professional, vocational, or technical curriculum.
Unlike universities that offer separate liberal arts courses, there are some colleges that are strictly liberal
arts schools, which means that all of their majors are considered liberal arts.
1.
Ashoka University located in Sonipat, Haryana is among one of the top Liberal Arts Universities in India. It
offers a wide range of subjects such as Economics, Business Studies,
Psychology, Computer Science, etc. The admissions are based upon the
student’s profile, an on-spot essay, an interview and an optional aptitude
objective test. It offers a full-time residential multidisciplinary 3 (+ 1) year
undergraduate program. The fourth year is optional and the students are
required to do an in-depth research in their chosen major. The students are
expected to declare their major only after the third semester.
2.
FLAME University is situated in Pune, Maharashtra. It admits students on the
basis of an entrance exam called the Flame Entrance Aptitude Test (FEAT).
The University offers BA - Economics, Psychology, Literary & Cultural
Studies, International Studies, Journalism, Public Policy, etc.; BSc- Applied
Mathematics, etc.; and BBA interdisciplinary undergraduate programs. 17
majors and 21 minor are offered currently, at the undergraduate level.
FLAME University also has mutually beneficial collaborations with
international universities like Oxford University, Yale University, Kelley School
of Business, Wellesley College and Babson College.
3.
Symbiosis school of Liberal Arts, in Pune, Maharashtra, is one of the oldest
liberal arts universities in India. It offers various courses in BA and BSc (3-4
years). Interested students are required to clear the Symbiosis Entrance
Test (SET), followed by a personal interview and an essay. The liberal arts
program at the undergraduate level is structured on the basis of
international models and aims to provide exposure to a wide range of
subjects
Other popular liberal arts universities in India are• Jindal school of Liberal Arts and Humanities, Sonepat
• Jyoti Dalal School of Liberal Arts, Mumbai
• Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Hyderabad
- Huzbah Jagirdar (2 PPES O)
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ALTERNATIVE CAREER OPTIONS
“Oh god, what am I going to become?!” is a question each of us has asked at some point of time. There’s
nothing more baffling than having to choose a career. Interests tend to change with time, and one can’t seem to
decide what to focus on. Therefore, here is a list of 5 options that will
hopefully help to make the difficult decision of choosing a career, a teeny
bit easier:
Qualification- Bachelor’s in
1. Photojournalist: Photojournalists use photos to convey a story.
Journalism, Photography or
They may also use a written story to supplement their images. Some
Visual Communications
work for local publications, while others travel the country or go abroad
and work in constantly changing, and even dangerous situations. The
Colleges- The Indian Institute
subject matter of their photos can vary from national political issues to
of Journalism and New Mediaglobal unrest. Many are freelance and sell their photos to inland buyers
Bengaluru, Asian College of
and overseas, as well. Hence, they need to be skilled in photo editing,
Journalism- Chennai, etc.
proofreading, reporting, photographic techniques and writing.
2. Pilates Instructor: A superb
option for those interested in dance or fitness, Pilates Instructors teach
the Pilates method, which is a program that helps to strengthen and
Qualification- Pilates instructor
training or on-the-job training
balance the body and mind. They can either work with individual clients or
groups. They help their clients to improve muscle tone and strength,
Certification- CPT (Certified
acquire a better posture and promote overall health. They teach using a
Pilates Teacher) credential may
variety of Pilates equipment, and may work with senior citizens, pregnant
be required or preferred,
women, clients recovering from injuries or struggling with chronic health
depending on the employer
problems.
Colleges- GFFI Fitness AcademyNew Delhi, The Pilates and
Altitude Training Studio- Mumbai,
etc.

3. Textile Designer: Textile
Designers create 2D designs that are
often used as designs, in the
production of knit, weave and printed
fabrics or textile products. They also make decisions regarding the fibres,
colours and patterns used to make fabrics, and need to have a good
understanding about such things. They work in both industrial and nonindustrial locations and specialise in either of the two major areas of
textiles, namely, interiors (upholstery, carpets, etc.) or fabrics and clothing
(fashion). Many are self-employed and others work as part of design teams.

Qualification- Bachelor’s
(Compulsory) and Master’s
(Preferred) in Hospitality/Hotel
Management
Additional RequirementsExperience in the food industry

Colleges- Institute of Hotel
Management, Catering
Technology and Applied
Nutrition- Mumbai, IHM PusaNew Delhi, etc.

Qualification- Bachelor’s
(Compulsory) and Master’s
(Preferred) in Textile
Technology, Textile Design or a
related field
Colleges- Hamstech Institute
of Fashion and Interior

Designing- Hyderabad,
National Institution of
Design- Ahmedabad, etc.

4. Catering Manager: Catering
Managers lead the teams of chefs and catering assistants. They are
responsible for planning, organising and developing the food and beverage
services of businesses, restaurants, hotels, organisations and resorts, and
meeting customer expectations, food and hygiene standards and financial
targets. Tasks include ordering supplies, planning menus in consultation
with chefs, hiring, training and supervision of permanent and temporary
staff, among others.

5. Cartographer: Cartographers are
Qualification- Bachelor’s
basically, map-makers. They are involved in
in Geography
the scientific, technological, and artistic
Colleges- Maharaja
aspects of developing and producing maps.
Sayajirao University of
They present complex information in the
Baroda- Vadodara, etc.
form of diagrams, charts, spread sheets and conventional maps. They analyse and
evaluate information, check the content and accuracy of maps, and research and
decide what should appear on a map. They work in areas of publishing, conservation, surveying, etc.
-Drishti V. Baliga(2 HEPP N)
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Remorse?
I want to collapse. My throat is being very
unsupportive of me, drying up all too often, giving
feverish eeriness at night and basically, tormenting
me. I’m jaded. I’m exhausted.
I don’t want to hear the ‘it’ll-be-okay-s’ and other
untrue assurances. I can’t even point out the exact
emotion coursing through me. Anger? Frustration?
Grief? I have no idea whatsoever. I’m probably just a
blurred picture of negative emotions. What can I
even do?
I try. I try to expel the guttural cries, only to find
them crippled within me, unable to break free. My
fists are raw, marked by redness, a prize for punching
pillows and ripping the cotton out of them for hours
at a stretch.
“I want to die,”I whisper to no one, causing my ears
to startle at the weakness prevailing over me. The
worst part? Knowing that this bearing of mine
represents frailty, but being unable to resurface. Have
I tried? Well, I really don’t know what trying is
anymore. I want to get out of this place.
I crave darkness. I’ve been offered that all the time,
unable to want anything else. I romanticise sadness.
My memory fails to remind me of the last time I
smiled, truly smiled – the curling of lips, crinkling of
eyes, warming of heart, contentment of soul kinds.

I want to forget. I want to delete my past. I want to
break the tiny window which almost touches the
ceiling, just to hear the beautiful sound of shattering
glass and to feel the coziness of my own blood,
hoping I could drown and maybe, just maybe rise
again? I want to bleed, bleed until I feel nothing else. I
want numbness. I want, I want, I want…so many
wants.
Please? Somebody? No one’s actually going to come
to my rescue. I brought this upon myself, didn’t I? Ha.
Genius. How long has it been? “14 years,” they say.
An eternity, I say. One more. Just one more year
to…what? Freedom?
Wait. I was wondering about emotion, yes? What
was I feeling? Regret, maybe? Will my ego let me
accept the emotion I wasn’t used to feeling before I
landed up here? Yes, it should. If it has the nerve to
wage war, I shall annihilate it, committing the final
murder of my life. Funny life, I must say. Such a
hippie roller coaster ride.
Right now, I’m doing nothing but stare at the grills
that have been suffocating me. I am waiting for the
doors to open so I can breathe in some sunshine, so
I can push the Devil in me into a grave and so I can
prove, to myself, the felicity that I can bring.
– A prisoner’s soliloquy
-Advika Reddy (2 PPES O)

KNOW YOUR CITY
“Not all those who wander are lost.”
Bangalore: the ‘Garden City’ is what they say. To me,
this city is like a magician’s box- there are so many
things to do and places to visit and
when it seems like it is getting
boring, there’s always something
new waiting for you. When I came
to Bangalore as an outsider, one of
the objectives I set for myself was
to get to know this interesting city
as much as I could.
My first visit was to the Cubbon
Park. This park explains why Bangalore is worth
calling the ‘Garden City’. On another Sunday, I was
all set to visit the most famous “ISKCON” temple.
Though a long way, it was worth the struggle for the
peace and serenity it gave me. An interesting part of
this temple is its underground stall section which
houses various books, bhajan materials and all kinds
of mouth-watering foods.
Next on my list, was something different; this time I
set out to eat ‘chocolate panipuri’- a one- of-its-kind
divine delicacy. ‘Pani weds Puri’, a little place in
Rajajinagar is famous for its nine flavours of pani

puris, ranging from apple, orange, garlic to chocolate
garnished with chocolate syrup and refined nuts.
The Lalbagh Botanical Garden and its 205th annual
flower show is a pleasant experience,
given that you have enough patience
to walk around. Bannerghatta
National Park is another place to
spend some good family-time in this
city. If you are a person who does not
like caged animals, you can go the
other way around – buy your ticket
for the Safari instead of the zoo visit.
The list doesn’t end here. How many of us know
that there is an understated fort built by Tippu
Sultan amidst the noisy market in KR Puram? Or, has
anyone visited the infamous Maggi man in SG Palya
right next to Christ College? Do we have time to go
check out the local version of Chennapattanam at
the Cauvery Emporium on MG road? So, pick your
interest, pack your bag and go exploring. Who
knows, while searching for something new, you might
find the real you.
-Mounika Jaggala (2 HESP M)
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URBAN FLOODING
In the memory of the recent floods in Bengaluru, I’d like to talk about urban flooding and what we can do to
help prevent it. Urban flooding is specific in the fact that the cause is a lack of drainage in an urban area. Urban
floods are a great disturbance of daily life in the city. Roads areblocked; people can’t go to work or to schools
and economic damages are high. Bengaluru’s floods adversely affected its many residents, and in some areas,
the people had to be rescued in boats!
Bangalore was once a city of 2,500 lakes, and it boasted
an efficient storm water drainage system of
interconnected lakes. If one lake overflowed water would
automatically flow to another lake. With increasing
encroachment and solid wastes blocking the channels,
floodwater cannot flow to the next water body, resulting
in frequent floods.Today Bangalore city has a 180 km long
primary and secondary storm-water drainage system,
which often fails to take the load of the rains due to silt
and garbage causing blockage. The encroachment of
Storm Water Drains (SWD) and wetlands has reached alarming proportions with most wetlands seeing rapid
construction that leads to a decline in ground water recharge. The conversion of Lakes and tanks into public
and private layouts makes them vulnerable to flooding. A few ways to do our part to prevent urban flooding: • Reuse the roof rain water (Rain water Harvesting)
• Slow down the Runoff by using Rain gardens to absorb runoff from Roof, parking lots and other paved
areas.
• Use permeable pavements in parking lots, driveways and walk ways.
• Segregate garbage at the source.

In case of flood related grievances you can register complaints on
www.bbmp.sahaaya.in or Call BBMP at 080-22660000

THE GIRL WHO CRIED FOR WOLF
The Wolf she had fallen in love with had run away to
pursue Moon. Although it was wholly her fault for
talking about Moon day in and day out, she couldn’t
have ever predicted that her slight obsession would
turn on her like it had. Fate himself was surprised as
he slowly materialised into the beautiful man he
was, with eyes greyer than the crumbling walls of
her soul. He looked at her, sighing to himself,
running his hand through his hair for what seemed
like the millionth time that day. She sat on the floor,
barely breathing, barely moving, barely anything. If
Fate had a beating heart like her own, he would’ve
felt it sink to his stomach by the mere sight of herthe girl who still haunted his dreams every once in a
while, but he didn’t and at this point, she wished she
didn’t either.
She finally looked up at Fate, quietly pleading for
answers with her glassy eyes, to which Fate only
hung his head down in shame, unable to even hold
her gaze. There was a point in time when he
would’ve willingly given up all his powers just to
keep this girl safe and happy, but it wasn’t like that
anymore and there was nothing he could do.
She still couldn’t quite wrap her head around
anything, as she mindlessly gazed out the window.

- Aarushi Krishnan (2 PPES O)

Thoughts of her mate fresh in her mind, consuming
all her senses. Her small home felt empty as ever, his
scent still very evident all throughout, in every nook
and corner, even the darkest ones, especially the
darkest ones. She knew it would stick. She wouldn’t
be able to rid anything of him. Ever. If only it were as
easy as washing hands. In this case, even if she
scrubbed herself till she bled; she would still smell
like him. Just like everything else.
She continued to peer out the window, as she
watched the clouds clear and Moon come into view.
That was when she lost full control of her
composure. She painfully dropped onto the window
sill as she screamed, and cried, and begged for her
mate to return. She cried and cried until all she
could do was choke. As she gasped for breath, Fate
sat next to her, faithfully, rubbing her back.
Unfortunately for her, her mate never really did
hear her cries that night. What was worse was that
she continued to wait for him, right there, by the
same window. What was even worse was that
despite all that had happened, and with Fate right by
her side, Moon was still her only solace.
- Smruthi J(2 HEPP N)
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Art & Photography

Kushi Jain (2 HESP M)
Deeksha N (2 PPES O)
“When one door closes, another opens but all

“A line has time in it”
- David Hockney

too often there is a long hallway in between”
-Rick Jarow
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Rashida Yusufi (2 HESP M)

Nikhith Reddy (2 HESP M)

Be a warrior not a worrier.

Do more of what makes you sparkle.

Vikram Bhansali (1 HEPP N)
“Photography is simply a function of
Lisa George (1 HEPP N)
The call of the void

noticing things”
- Elliott Erwitt

Dhiren Rao (2 PPES O)
“When the world moves too fast and you
lose yourself in the chaos, introduce
yourself to each color of the sunset”
-Christy Ann Martine

Rithik PM (2 HESP M)
Difficult roads often lead to beautiful
destinations.
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BOOKS AND FILMS
We all know that it is easier to understand concepts and learn better when one can actually watch or
read something related to what one is studying. Therefore, here’s a list of 5 books and films related to all
the five Social Science subjects that we learn at CJC, that are truly appreciable-

HISTORY:
Book - Unbroken: A World War II Story of Survival, Resilience and
Redemption by Laura Hillenbrand: Simply called ‘Unbroken’, this is a biography of
the Olympic runner, Louis ‘Louie’ S. Zamperini, who served as a bombardier in the United
States Army Air Forces (AAF) during World War II. A miraculous tale, it describes Louie’s life
with his friend, pilot Russell Allen Phillips on the sea after a plane crash and later, as
Prisoners of War (POWs) in Japan.
Film - Escape from Sobibor: ‘Escape from Sobibor’ is a 1987 British
television film, which documents the life of over 600 Jews in the extermination camp at
Sobibor, from which around 300 managed to escape- an extremely rare incident. It
portrays their hardships and brings alive the tortures they were subjected to. But nothing
can beat the triumph one feels when they finally tear down the fences and escape from
the hellhole.

ECONOMICS:
Book - Patriots: A Novel of Survival in the Coming Collapse by James
Wesley Rawles: A fiction, ‘Patriots’ by James Wesley Rawles explores America during a
socioeconomic collapse. As everyone flees the country, a group of friends try to reach Idaho
from the Midwest while using all their skills and training as all means of communication,
transport, have disappeared.Upon reaching Idaho, they help other groups to fight against
external attacks and restore Constitutional Law in the nation.
Film - Inequality For All: ‘Inequality For All’ is a 2013 documentary film exploring
income inequality in the United States during the 2007-08 financial crisis and the rise of
the ‘Occupy Movement’. Wealth is concentrated in the hands of the 400 richest
Americans leaving the rest of the 150 million Americans significantly poorer and it’s time
to raise awareness among all.

POLITICAL SCIENCE:
Book- It Can’t Happen Here by Sinclair Lewis: Published in 1935, ‘It Can’t Happen
Here’ is a gripping novel which refers to a range of political concepts such as populism,
corporatism, etc. Protagonist Doremus Jessup fears that fascism will get a hold of the US
after Senator Berzelius Windrip becomes the president, while others are in denial. Though
Windrip imposes a totalitarian rule, with time, his authority weakens and thousands of
Americans flee the US which is in utter chaos. The book gives a chilling picture of how
America would be under fascist rule.
Film- Munich: Directed by Steven Spielberg, ‘Munich’ is an adaptation of the 1984 book
‘Vengeance’ by Juval Aviv that has been nominated five times for the Academy Awards. It is
based on ‘Operation Wrath of God’, which was the secret retaliation of the Israeli
government after the Munich massacre against the Palestine Liberation Organisation at
the 1972 Summer Olympics.

PSYCHOLOGY:
Book- The Memory Keeper’s Daughter by Kim Edwards: This is a story of Dr.
David Henry, who upon being forced to deliver his twins, decides that his daughter, Phoebe,
should be institutionalised as she has the Down’s syndrome. The nurse, Caroline Gill, to
whom he entrusts the job of admitting Phoebe to an institution, decides to raise the child as
her own though, and Phoebe soon grows up to be a lively, young woman, despite her
disability. The book gives hope and the courage to face all sorts of difficulties in life.
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Film- Mary and Max: A stop motion animated comedy-drama film, ‘Mary and Max’ is the
story of the friendship between penpals, Mary, a lonely 8-year-old girl in Australia, and Max,
an obese middle-aged American man, who has problems in making friends due to various
mental and social issues. The film helps to understand the subtleties of life.

SOCIOLOGY
Book- Untouchable by Mulk Raj Anand: A novel published in India
prior to independence, it illustrates a day in the life of a sweeper, Bakha, who is ‘untouchable’
as he cleans toilets. It’s impossible to not become furious when Bakha can do nothing to
defend his sister when she is sexually assaulted by a priest, and when his family is forced to
eat leftovers of the upper-class, among other things. It sure does make one subject to how
horrible life was at that time and how helpless they were against their
abusers.
Film- Water: ‘Water’ is a Canadian film set in 1938 British-occupied India when child
marriage was still in vogue and widows were treated like the dust beneath one’s foot. When
the husband of 8-year-old Chuyia dies, she is forced to embrace widowhood and is sent
away to live in an ashram. The ashram’s caretaker, Madhumati and her friend Gulabi,
prostitute another woman, Kalyani, in order to support the ashram. The film goes on to
speak of how Chuyia is saved from becoming a prostitute after Madhumati loses Kalyani.
-Drishti V. Baliga (2 HEPP N)

ENLIVEN YOUR VACATION!

Running the creative mind, let’s see how you can make your vacation a satisfying and fruitful one.
1. Travel: Be it to a local grocer’s store or to Mauritius, a well-planned trip or an
unplanned one, travel helps you find yourself. There is a passionate sense of curiosity
that is stimulated, paving way for the entry of boosted cognizance. Explore the
corners of your city and beyond. Photograph people and places that captivate you.
Cherish every moment to feel liberation run through you.
2. Explore eateries: A popular café on the other side of town
or the tempting roadside food, try everything that you’ve been wanting to.
Find
out the exotic treats of different regions and taste them. Venture into as many eateries as
you can. Get out onto the streets and pause for a moment to savour delicacies in the
dim lights of dusk. Put aside all worries of sickness as plenty of recovery time is offered to
you.
3. Cook: As much as you can go out, you could also try your hand at cooking in
your home’s kitchen. Mastering the art of cooking can be a task, but the learning and
experimenting part of it can indeed be of great fun. If you can pull it off, you can be of great help
to your mother for a while or you might have a signature dish to your name!
4. Hobby classes/clubs: How often have you watched someone on the television or
at your college and thought, “Wow. I wish I could do that, too?” Well, folks, it is your time now.
Join those music classes that you’ve been wanting to get into for a long time, strum the
chords of the guitar, play the piano, let your voice form beautiful tunes, enroll for a sport or
join a toastmasters’ club. Make judicious use of your time!
5. Visit a library: No, libraries are not for the “nerds”. Libraries are a break
from reality. In striking contrast to the noise and disorder of the real world,
libraries have within them, many different worlds, full of solace and contentment.
Grab a book and sit down to read, with a cup of coffee beside you and feel yourself living
many lives with each page that you flip.
6. Learn a new language: Of course, yes, you will not be able
to master any language in a short span of a vacation, but you could give a
strong start to this learning process, provided the amount of time in your hands.
Watch movies and documentaries of that language. This would be very interesting and
helpful as well.
Most importantly, write an account of each day. This is essential as you will reminisce on
your day’s happenings and through this, you can aim for gratification and productivity in the following days
by channeling your time more effectively. And yes, do not forget to catch up on some sleep!
- Advika Reddy (2 PPES O).
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THE TRUE MONSTERS

PIX

Meet me in my dreams,

It isn’t in the colours
It isn’t in the shadows,

Where I'm guarded by angels,
And the evils of this world,
Cannot cross into my realm.

It isn’t in the highlights
It isn’t in the vignette,
It isn’t in the filters
It isn’t in the saturation,
Or the exposure;

Meet me in my dreams,
For I will create a world for us,
One with the actual existence of peace,
One with the existence of a human race,
With people that aren't monsters.

For we have not accepted yet,
That we are the "creatures",
We are the cause of destruction and death,
And we continue to do so,
But with what cause and with what loss!?

Neither will you find it,
in the crop section
nor when you splay clarity.
It isn’t shown, when
you try to sharpen;
or tint its tone.
For life cannot be changed,
just through an edit.
The alchemy of a picture
when captured,
depicts a person;
outlines a people;

So meet me in my dreams,

replicates a time;
catches a hint;
conforms a lifetime;
or ensnares just a moment;

For it is the safest place,

all at the speed of the shutter.

One away from all the actual monsters.

Tejaswini Srihari (2 PPES O)

It employs light,
to be its sole partner
in order to mimic art.
Step away from editing it,
Show it in its truest form,
to let this be our new norm.
For light may spilt,
in different directions
Yet it always makes it way,
into a single formation
at the end of the day,
no matter what.
-Sreya Kanugula (2 HEPP N)
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CANDLE LIGHT

CRICKET MATCH

A candle to the nights sky

How picturesque the lush green patch!

To break the broken stars
And to cure the crying moon
A candle to the dark to light up the unknown
A candle to our faces

Yes, I had been to a cricket match.
Indeed, at the cost of bunking with friends.
All cricket lovers and divas of new trends.
The crowd cheered from wide and far
Guess who was playing? It was the Indo-Pak
war.

Masked with emotions
Scratched with scars

A sudden silence prevailed, oh boy! It was the
rain.

Painted with pain
A candle to the night sky
Tell me what they see

Now all the cheers were changing to our shouts
of pain.
The heavens cried, quenching the nature's thirst.

A candle for a blind man

Stadium filled with hot heads , but the rains still

To guide him as he stumbles

cooled the earth's crust.

A candle to my heart

While the farmers rejoiced and peacocks

A light to my soul

danced far away,

A candle to the night sky

Leave alone the happiness, what about the play?!

Peel away the dark

We all left, now the match was just a wish.
Suppressing our outburst, filled with anguish.

Bring me the laughing sun

All so heavy hearted, frowning and cursing our

Away with the blinking stars

fate.

A candle to all that is blind
-Supriti Sujay (1 HESP M)

Can't help it, it was already too late.
-Sanjitha Ajith (2 PPES O)
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“A good leader has a compass in their head and a magnet in their heart” -Howard G Hendricks
By Lisa George (1 HEPP N)
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